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2 ABSTRACT 

The aim of this project is to study the use of an ETS (Energy Thermal Storage) unit in a 

family house to save energy during night and provide heat through the day to the household. 

Emissions produced by conventional boilers fuelled generally by coal are thus reduced, or 

even avoided (or generated far from the place where people live), when they are replaced by 

ETS unit in the heating system. For many people, the regular electricity bill accounts for a 

significant part of the household budget. To fight this issue, storage capability of ETS units 

allows to take electricity from the grid during night, taking advantage of reduced cost 

electricity tariffs, and use it during the day for household heating, resulting in economic 

savings for the family. 
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3 INTRODUCTION 

The heating systems in Poland for family houses are dominated generally by coal burning. 

This kind of systems tend to be heated by old and inefficient coal boilers, often fired with 

low-quality coal. It is estimated that almost 70% of single-family houses in Poland are heated 

this way, and, within coal fired systems, around 85% are based on manually fed boilers [1]. 

This kind of systems generate a lot of emissions, lowering the air quality of cities and villages 

around the country and creating unhealthy atmospheres full of pollutants and dust. 

Even traditional coal fired boilers generally present a faster and cheaper solution, there are 

some alternatives to prevent those emissions (or at least to prevent them in cities and 

villages), such as the use of electricity for house heating purposes (either form renewable or 

conventional sources) or heat pumps (usually taking advantage of renewable energy sources). 

Among these solutions, Electric Thermal Storage (ETS) heating systems have been being 

used in Europe since the 1940s. They are devices that consume electrical energy during peak 

hours (at night), when the electricity is cheaper, and then store it in for of heat. Then, that 

energy is available to heat spaces during the whole day, satisfying household heating 

necessities. 

Main problem of these devices is that they are meant to supply an area of the house and not 

the house as a whole. The aim of this project is to present and study an ETS device to supply 

heating to the whole house, not only to individual rooms, and the possibility to link it with 

an organic Rankine cycle to produce electricity, satisfying this way both basic needs.  
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4 HEAT DEMAND ANALYSIS 

To be able to create a model the first step is to know the heat demand of the house. For that 

purpose, heat demand has been obtained using DesignBuilder. It is a software that allows to 

create a building and, after that, introducing several parameters (such as climate), it is 

possible to simulate the energy consumption, carbon emissions, comfort conditions, etc. 

during a certain period of time (beside other facts like emissions produced, costs, etc.). 

The building used to obtain the consumption data is the example model that is included with 

DesingBuilder license, a detached single-family home (Fig. 1).  

 

Some data corresponding to the building is shown in the following tables (Table 4.1): 

Table 4.1 

Building area and volume. 

 Area (m2) 

Total building area 101.25 
Net conditioned building area 91.84 
Unconditioned building area 9.40 

Unoccupied floor area 68.9 

 Volume (m3) 

Total volume 256.3 
Unoccupied volume 99.5 

 

The weather data sheet introduced in the software corresponds to Katowice during year 

2002. In the software it is possible to change it in the section “location” while editing, within 

“edit” window, as shown in the following screenshot (Fig. 2).  

Fig 1. Studied building layout in DesignBuilder. 
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Heating system fuel was set as “natural gas”. It has been changed to “central heating using 

water (Radiators)” with a coal boiler (Fig. 3). Air conditioning is not being considered for 

the simulation.  

 

Fig 3. Heating, ventilation and air conditioning settings. 

Fig 2. Weather and site details 
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The software also allows to change parameters separately for each room of the house, not 

only geometrical, but also electric, heating, air conditioning, ventilation, etc. Was not there 

any need to change those in this case. The simulation was run with the changes mentioned 

above. 

For further simulations (while modelling), the coldest day will be considered, with the 

temperatures corresponding to the following table (Table 4.2). This way, the system will be 

tested for an extreme scenario where the heating needs are the highest. Coldest day also has 

less daylight hours, provoking the increase of use in electricity for illumination. 

 

Table 4.2 

Temperature data from coldest day of 2002. 

Day Hour Exterior temperature (ºC) 

15/02/2002 22.00 -12.625 

23.00 -13.325 

16/02/2002 00.00 -14.01 

01.00 -14,825 

02.00 -15,525 

03.00 -16,15 

04.00 -16,825 

05.00 -17,3 

06.00 -17,625 

07.00 -18 

08.00 -16,9 

09.00 -15,375 

10.00 -13,8 

11.00 -12,05 

12.00 -10,175 

13.00 -8,35 

14.00 -7,525 

15.00 -7,025 

16.00 -6,525 

17.00 -6,1 

18.00 -5,7 

19.00 -5,3 

20.00 -5,125 

21.00 -5,025 

22.00 -4.925 

 

Since the specific electric tariff starts at 22.00h of the previous day (see section 5.1), the data 

has been taken from that point and then considering a cycle of 24h. 

Some results obtained after simulation for a whole year are gathered in the following table 

(Table 4.3): 
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Table 4.3 

End uses through the year. 

 Electricity (kWh) Heating (kWh) Water (m3) 

Heating 0.00 5437.17 0.00 
Interior lighting 6298.90 0.00 0.00 

Interior equipment 2338.13 0.00 0.00 
Water systems 0.00 2096.61 25.80 

Total 8637.03 7533.78 25.80 

 

 

It is also possible to know the estimated hourly consumptions after simulation for the day 

selected before (Table 4.4). The software gives results of consumption for different areas, so 

it is easy to identify which ones correspond to heating, electricity usage or cooling if it is the 

case. 

 

Table 4.4 

Hourly electricity and heating consumptions. 

Day Hour Electric 
Appliance 

(kW) 

Lightning 
(kW) 

Heating 
(kW) 

Hot 
water 
(kW) 

Total 
electricity 

(kW) 

Total 
heating 
(kW) 

15/02/2002 22.00 0,430941 1,074269 8,126692 0,562637 1,50521 8,689329 

23.00 0,381747 1,048947 7,488371 0,489527 1,430694 7,977898 

16/02/2002 
 

00.00 0,109473 0,251298 4,070934 0,223881 0,360771 4,294815 

01.00 0,069206 0 2,833103 0,298508 0,069206 3,131611 

02.00 0,069206 0 3,058047 0,298508 0,069206 3,356555 

03.00 0,069206 0 3,426324 0,298508 0,069206 3,724832 

04.00 0,069206 0 3,792142 0,298508 0,069206 4,09065 

05.00 0,069206 0 4,410426 0,298508 0,069206 4,708934 

06.00 0,069206 0 7,900968 0,298508 0,069206 8,199476 

07.00 0,069206 0,025322 7,799527 0,352627 0,094528 8,152154 

08.00 0,986211 1,035736 5,823186 1,612291 2,021947 7,435477 

09.00 1,046034 1,035736 4,944517 1,537663 2,08177 6,48218 

10.00 0,986211 1,287034 3,859594 1,300681 2,273245 5,160275 

11.00 0,154634 0,251298 2,077316 0 0,405932 2,077316 

12.00 0,154634 0,251298 2,142843 0 0,405932 2,142843 

13.00 0,154634 0,251298 2,142219 0 0,405932 2,142219 

14.00 0,154634 0,251298 2,148501 0 0,405932 2,148501 

15.00 0,154634 0,251298 4,654817 0 0,405932 4,654817 

16.00 0,154634 0,251298 4,657653 0 0,405932 4,657653 

17.00 0,154634 0,460546 5,076152 0,124191 0,61518 5,200343 

18.00 0,184547 0,460546 7,316734 0,124191 0,645093 7,440925 

19.00 0,214458 0,485868 6,948788 0,35662 0,700326 7,305408 

20.00 0,398719 1,074269 5,818681 0,714169 1,472988 6,53285 

21.00 0,428632 1,074269 8,017945 0,714169 1,502901 8,732114 

22.00 0,428632 0,822971 6,046357 0,562637 1,251603 6,608994 
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After running the simulation, house carbon emissions during a year are estimated to be 

9630.85 kg CO2 with coal fired boiler for the heating system. House members activities and 

way of life are taking into account to obtain these emissions. Changing the fuel (coal) for 

electricity from the grid to supply the heating system, total emissions are estimated to be 

5931.03 kg CO2 during the same period. The difference does not fully correspond to the 

avoidance of emissions, those emissions are just generated at other place (probably generated 

in a power plant far from the city/village). 
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5 THE DEVICE 

5.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

As mentioned before, the idea is to store the energy during the night in the device for later 

usage, while at same time using some of the energy receiving during that time too to produce 

heat for the household.  

The simulation in the previous section was set with site and climate conditions of Katowice. 

The company that owns power and heat generation and distribution in southwest Poland is 

Tauron, so the prices of electricity offered by this company are the ones considered in this 

project. For other regions with other energy supply companies the prices may vary a bit.  

The new tariff introduced this year in Poland, G12as (also called anti-smog), is focusing in 

encouraging customers to change from old boilers that use fossil fuels to electric heating 

systems, offering cheaper alternative than other tariffs for this purpose. G12as is divided in 

two different prices depending on the hour of the day: from 22.00 to 06.00 it amounts a net 

price of 0.1467 PLN/kwh, while from 06.00 to 22.00 it sums 0.2445 PLN/kwh (Fig. 4). The 

gross price can be obtained multiplying net prices by a factor of 1.22 (22%), resulting in 

0.1790 PLN/kwh from 22.00 to 06.00 and 0.2983 PLN/kwh from 06.00 to 22.00. The 

electricity price offered by Tauron at night is 40% lower than daily price.  

 

 

Fig 4. Daily electric tariffs. 
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The device consists on various high density ceramic bricks with capacity to store heat. An 

electric heating element runs between these bricks, heating them up enough and storing this 

heat to provide heat to the house when needed. ETS units usually work with air flow to heat 

the room where they are located. In this case, the purpose is to transfer the heat to a working 

fluid running through a pipeline, and then give this heat to different areas to the house as 

needed.  

A basic geometry of the device is shown in the figure below (Fig. 5). The fan on the bottom 

provides air flow (the air runs through holes on the bricks that form channels), taking the 

heat from the bricks and granting it to the heat exchanger at the top. The heat is transferred 

here to the fluid, that runs through the pipeline thanks to a pump. 

The device is designed to take advantage of the radiation produced between the alloy and 

the bricks when electricity runs through the first one. Dimensions of each brick are shown 

below (Fig. 6). Each brick has grooves to allow the air flow from the bottom of the device to 

the top.  

 

 

Fig 5. ETS heating system composition, front view (above) and top view (below) sections. Dimensions in m. 
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Each set of three bricks is placed against other set above, forming a block of 6 bricks with the 

kanthal rod running in the space between them. The device is composed of 9 blocks 

configurated this way, forming a 2x2x2m. cube.  

This configuration allows a kanthal wire/strip run through various pairs of bricks, yielding 

heat to the magnesite according to Stefan-Bolztmann law: 

 

𝑄𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 = 𝐺𝑟 ∗ 𝜎 ∗ (𝑇1
4 − 𝑇2

4) 

 
 

(5.1) 

Where, 

 Qflow is the heat interchanged between both bodies [W]. 

 T1 is the temperature of the first body [ºK]. 

T2 is the temperature of the second body [ºK]. 

σ is Stefan-Bolztmann’s constant, 5.670367(13)×10−8 W/(m2⋅K4). 

Gr is the radiation conductance (see below) [m2]. 

 

 

 

Radiation conductance depends on the materials involved and the geometry of the set. For 

this case, the system can be reduced to two long cylinders in each other, getting approximate 

results and avoiding complex calculations:  

 

𝐺𝑟 = 2 ∗ 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟1 ∗ 𝐿/(
1

𝑒1
+ (

1

𝑒2
− 1) ∗ 𝑟1/𝑟2) 

 
 

(5. 2) 

 

Fig 6. Brick configuration. Dimensions in m. 
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Where, 

 r1 is the radius of inner cylinder [m]. 

 r2 is the radius of outer cylinder [m]. 

 L is the length of both cylinders [m]. 

 e1 is the emissivity value of inner cylinder [dimensionless]. 

e2 is the emissivity value of outer cylinder [dimensionless]. 

 

5.2 HEATING ALLOY 

Ideal material for the energy conversion would be the one that transforms all the electricity 

taken from the grid into heat. Hight resistivity is thus required, combined to a high melting 

point due to the high temperatures that can be generated. Kanthal fulfils perfectly these 

requirements. Moreover, kanthal is being widely used for heating (amongst a wide range of 

other applications) due its flexibility, durability and tensile strength. 

Compared to another resistance heating alloys kanthal presents some advantages [2]: 

• High maximum temperature in air. Kanthal can reach 1400ºC. 

• Long life, 2-4 times the life of nikrothal operated under the same conditions. 

• High surface load. Higher temperature and longer life allow a higher surface load to 

be applied.  

• High oxidation properties. The aluminium oxide formed on kanthal alloys adheres 

better than other alloys and is therefore less contaminating. It is also a better diffusion 

barrier, better electrical insulator and more resistant to carburizing atmospheres. 

• Low density. This means that a greater number of equivalent elements can be made 

from the same weight material. 

• High resistivity. Makes it possible to choose a material with larger cross section, 

improving the life of the element. 

• High yield strength. Means less change in cross section when coiling wires.  

• High resistance to sulphur. High resistance to corrosion in hot state in atmospheres 

contaminated with sulphur or in the presence of contaminations containing sulphur 

in the kanthal surface. 

• The low density and high resistivity allows, for a given power, the use of less material. 

Thus, it is possible to reduce the costs and weight.  

Some physical and mechanical properties can be found in Table 5.1: 

Table 5.1 

Kanthal physical and mechanical properties. 

 Kanthal 
APM A1 A AF AE 

Max continuous operating temperature ºC 
(element temperature in air) 

1425 1400 1350 1300 1300 

Density g/cm3 7.10 7.10 7.15 7.15 7.15 
Resistivity at 20 ºC   Ω*mm2/m 1.45 1.45 1.39 1.39 1.39 
Specific heat capacity kJ/(kg*ºK) 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 
Melting point ºC (aprox.) 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 
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Tensile strength N/mm2 680 680 725 700 720 

Yield point N/mm2 470 545 550 500 520 
Hardness Hv 230 240 230 230 230 
Elongation at rupture % 20 20 22 23 20 
Tensile strength at 900 ºC   N/mm2 40 34 34 37 34 
Emissivity, full oxidized condition  0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 

 

Amongst those, kanthal APM and A1 are the ones which present better parameters for 

heating purposes. For kanthal, the resistance increases very little with the increase of 

temperature. Temperature Coefficient of Resistance (TCR) gives the value of the resistance 

at any temperature given using the following formula: 

 

𝑅 = 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓(1 + 𝛼(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)) 

 

(5. 3) 

 

Where, 

 R = Conductor resistance at temperature “T” [Ohm]. 

 Rref = Conductor resistance at temperature Tref (usually 20ºC) [Ohm]. 

α = Temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) for the conductor material [1/ºK or 

1/ºC]. 

T = Conductor temperature [ºK or ºC]. 

Tref = Reference temperature that α is specified at for the conductor material [Ohm]. 

 

TCR for kanthal A1 and APM is equal to 1*10-6 1/ºC. 

These alloys can be supplied in wires or in stripes. Table 5.2 shows properties for sizing and 

calculation with different cross section sizes of kanthal. 
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Table 5.2 

Sizing and calculation chart for kanthal A1 and APM [3] 

 

*Thickness <2.5 only for kanthal A1 

 

5.3 HEAT STORAGE MATERIAL 

High energy density materials are desirable for energy storage. Water and water-sodium 

sulphate solutions have been used for low temperature storage (below 100ºC), while 

magnesite bricks have been used for high temperature, generally around 700ºC. Other option 

is pure sodium sulphate bricks, equally good heat-storage compared to magnesite, cheaper, 

but behaves much worse in terms of mechanical strength. Some properties of magnesite can 

be found in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3 

Properties of magnesite (MgO) 

Melting point (ºC) Heat capacity at 20ºC 
(J/molºK) 

Density 
(g/cm3) 

Porosity 
% 

Thermal 
conductivity 

2800 74.92 3.10-
3.45 

1-12 High 
compared to 
other oxides, 

4.15 
W/(m*ºK) 

at 25ºC 

Thermal expansion MgO 
content 

% 

Emissivity  Molar mass 
(g/mol) 

 

Approaching thermal expansion of metals 90-99 0.380 84.313 
 

 

5.4 THE MODEL 

With all the data gathered in previous sections it is possible to start modelling the device to 

allow a posterior simulation to check how it behaves. The software used in this case are 

Dymola and OpenModelica Connection Editor (OMEdit), both based on the open Modelica 

modelling language. Modelica is an object-oriented language developed to describe, in a 

simple way, large, complex and heterogeneous dynamic physical systems [4] [5]. It is 

designed to be domain neutral and, as a result, is used in a wide variety of applications, such 

as thermal and fluid systems (for example, steam power generation, hydraulics, etc.), 

automotive applications (especially powertrain) and mechanical systems (for example, 

multi-body systems, mechatronics, etc.). From a user’s point of view, models are described 

by schematics, also called object diagrams. A schematic is composed by components 

connected by “ports”, that describe the interaction possibilities between those components. 

Linking “ports” from different components, the physical model is created. Modelica uses 

textual description to define every part of a model, structuring model components in libraries, 

called packages.  

For this project, each one of the nine blocks of bricks (containing 6 bricks per block) has been 

modelled individually using the data exposed in previous sections. The individual model is 

set as shown in the image below (Fig. 7). Numbers in the figure correspond to different 

physical elements of the device: 

1: The electrical circuit with the heating resistor represents the kanthal rod, transforming 

electricity taken into heat, according to formula 5.3 (section 5.2). TCR value of kanthal is 

too low, so the simulation tolerance has been set as 1·10-8.  

Sine voltage frequency has been set as 1Hz when in the real scenario must be 50Hz. The 

reason is that the simulation is quite big to bear with 50Hz. The results with 1Hz vary in 1-

2ºC after 8h storing heat, but crashes of the software are prevented.  
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Fig 7. Model of each block of six bricks with kanthal rod in between. 

 

2: Control of the on-off switch. Closes the circuit from 22.00 to 06.00, when the tariff offers 

reduced electricity costs, to allow the heating resistor to transform electricity into heat and 

opens the circuit after that to cease the activity, stopping energy consumption. 

3: Heat exchanged through radiation between kanthal rod and magnesite bricks, according 

to formulas 5.1 and 5.2 (section 5.1). 

4: Heat is stored in magnesite bricks. Initial temperature has been set to 150 ºC, considering 

that there is some heat stored already since the ETS unit should have been working the 

previous day. Heat capacity of the material is obtained with the following formula: 

𝐶 = 𝑐𝑝 ∗ 𝑚 

 

(5. 4) 

 

Where, 

 m = mass of the storing material [kg]. 

 cp = specific heat capacity of the storing material [J/kgºK]. 

 C = heat capacity of the element [J/ºK]. 

 

An external port is enabled to link the model with further configurations, as set in the next 

image (Fig. 8). 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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Fig 8. Model of the device. 

 

5: The model described above (Fig. 7) is now combined to simulate the configuration of the 

device described in section 5.1. This configuration represents the 2x2x2 cube, containing nine 

blocks of bricks with a kanthal rod running in between each one of them.  

6: Air convection has been added to simulate losses and heat transfer between bricks and air. 

The formula applied is: 

𝑄𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 = ℎ ∗ 𝐴 ∗ (𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 − 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑) 

 

(5. 5) 

Where, 

 Qflow = heat transferred [W]. 

 A = convection area [m2]. 

 h = convective heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2ºK) or W/(m2ºC)]. 

 Tsolid = temperature of the surface [ºK or ºC]. 

 Tfluid = temperature of the fluid [ºK or ºC]. 

 

5 

6 
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Heat transfer coefficient h is calculated from properties of the fluid flowing over the solid. 

For machines cooled by air the following empirical formula is used [6]: 

ℎ = 7.8 ∗ 𝑣0.78    (𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

ℎ = 12    (𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) 
 

(5. 6) 

Where, 

 v = fluid velocity [m/s]. 

For this case, the convection is forced since a fan is generating motion for the air flow. 

Minimum air velocity for ETS units is established to be 2 m/s in different catalogues, so for 

an initial simulation has been set as minimum in favour of the heat exchange. 

To simulate losses to the environment, a model of the exterior wall of the house has been 

made (Fig. 9). This way, temperatures during the day (Table 4.2) can be considered on the 

outside while in the inside the objective is to achieve a comfortable temperature around 22ºC. 

 

Fig 9. Model of the exterior wall. 

Conduction takes place in inner and outer layers of the wall, according to the following 

formula:  

𝑄 = 𝑘
𝐴

𝐿
 

 

(5. 7) 

Where, 

 Q = heat transferred (W) 

 k = thermal conductivity (W/mºK) 

 A = surface area (m2) 

 L = wall thickness (m) 

 

Air layer between both fabric layers works as a heat storage element, as shown in the formula 

seen in previous pages (5.4).  
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All the submodels seen in the previous pages are now ensembled together in the final model 

(Fig. 10): 

 

Fig 10. Model of the household. 

7:  Radiators distributing the heat to house air.  The radiation equation has been given before 

(5.5).  

8: Losses to the environment. Using the model of the wall presented before, temperatures of 

the day of study (Table 4.2) are added to simulate conditions from the outside. Heat transfer 

from the wall to the air inside the house is made by convection, using the equation 5.5.  

9: Component to simulate the air inside the house. The volume of air has been set using the 

data from DesignBuilder (Table 4.1). Desirable temperature should be around 22ºC. 

10: Heat demand from the simulation on DesignBuilder (Table 4.4). Simulates heat loads 

that the device must overcome the specific day of study.  

 

This final configuration tries to resemble as much as possible to reality, to be able to check 

how the device behaves under real conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8 
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9 

10 
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5.5 SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMMENTS 
 

After all the components are ensembled it is possible to run the simulation. Simulation time 

has been set for 24 hours, starting at 22.00, when the device starts to store thermal energy.  

After running the simulation is it possible to see how different components behave in time. 

Important data has been gathered in this section for further analysis.   

 

 

Fig 11. Temperatures. 

 

In green, temperature that the device can store. In blue, temperature that the device can give 

after losses. Red line is the temperature achieved inside the house. After 8 hours of operation, 

temperature stored raises up to 818 ºC, being able to give almost 500ºC after losses. When 

the cycle finishes, the remaining temperature stays between 150-250ºC to start the cycle 

again. Simulation conditions correspond to the coldest day as mentioned before, thus, 

necessities of an average day are also covered. 

Thermal loads can be also placed in a chart compared to how are they satisfied by the device 

(Fig. 12). Thermal loads (in blue) vary during the day, with two main peaks: one at 6.00-7.00 

in the morning and the second one at around 22.00. In red is possible to see how the device 

covers heat necessities with the heat supplied: the result is neutral, around 0. A closer look 

of the red line shows some fluctuations around the neutral value (Fig. 13), due to sudden 

changes on the load and exterior temperature and some uncertainty introduced by the 

number of steps during the simulation. Even though, these errors are in a range below 0.06% 

(maximum difference between supplied heat and load results in 5W) 
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Fig 12. Thermal load. 

 

 

Fig 13. Balance supply-demand. 

 

It is also possible to see the potential heat stored in the device for every hour (Fig. 14). As 

seen in the figure, the heat is fair enough to cover demand necessities if it is compared to the 

heat demand of coldest day. Therefore, during a normal day those necessities will be also 

covered. 
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Fig 14. Heat stored 

 

 

5.6 CONCLUSIONS 
 

For a first approach, the device fulfils the demand, satisfying heating needs of the household 

and reducing expenses for this purpose. Even though, a more meticulous analysis should be 

done, since the model presented here does not include how the full heating system works. 

Further studies including models of fluid mechanics for the fluid running through heating 

system pipes should be done in order to achieve a more accurate simulation.  
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10 ANEXES 

CODE OF SINGLE ITEM: 

model Single_Item 

  constant Real pi = Modelica.Constants.pi; 

  type Length = Real(unit = "m", min = 0); 

  type Resistance = Real(unit = "Ohm", min = 0); 

  type Volume = Real(unit = "m3", min = 0); 

  type Density = Real(unit = "kg/m3", min = 0); 

  type Mass = Real(unit = "kg", min = 0); 

  parameter Length L_kan = 1.8 * 2 + 1.7 * 2 + 0.1 * 6 

"kanthal rod total length"; 

  parameter Resistance R_ref = 0.0738 * L_kan "kanthal rod 

total resistance"; 

  parameter Real Gkm = 2 * pi * 0.0025 * (2 * 3) / (1 / 0.7 

+ (1 / 0.38 - 1) * (0.0025 / 0.15)) "Net radiation 

conductance between two surfaces (see docu)  Gr = 

2*pi*r1*L/(1/e1 + (1/e2 - 1)*(r1/r2))"; 

  constant Volume V = 2 * 0.67 * 0.4 - 1.8 * 0.47 * 0.075; 

  constant Density D = 3100 "kg/m^3"; 

  constant Mass M = V * D; 

  parameter Modelica.SIunits.HeatCapacity C = 889 * M "Heat 

capacity of element (= cp*m)"; 

  Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.HeatingResistor 

heatingResistor1(R_ref = R_ref, T_ref(displayUnit = "degC") 

= 293.15, alpha = 1e-6, useHeatPort = true) "Kanthal rod" 

annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {8, 

22}, extent = {{-10, 10}, {10, -10}}, rotation = -90))); 

  Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Ground ground1 

annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-81, 

-37}, extent = {{-11, -11}, {11, 11}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components.BodyRadiation 

bodyRadiation(Gr = Gkm) "Radiation between kanthal and 

magnesite" annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {50, 

22}, extent = {{-12, -12}, {12, 12}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components.HeatCapacitor 

heatCapacitor(C = C, T(fixed = true, start = 423.15)) 

annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {80, 

32}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Sources.SineVoltage 

sineVoltage1(V = 220, freqHz = 1) annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-71, 

3}, extent = {{15, -15}, {-15, 15}}, rotation = 90))); 

  Modelica.Blocks.Sources.BooleanTable booleanTable1(table 

= {28800}) annotation( 
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    Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-74, 

56}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Ideal.IdealOpeningSwitch 

idealOpeningSwitch1 annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-50, 

32}, extent = {{-12, -12}, {12, 12}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.HeatPort_a 

Heat_out annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {125, 

1}, extent = {{-9, -9}, {9, 9}}, rotation = 90), 

iconTransformation(extent = {{-9, -9}, {9, 9}}, rotation = 

90))); 

equation 

  connect(heatCapacitor.port, Heat_out) annotation( 

    Line(points = {{80, 22}, {80, 1}, {125, 1}}, color = 

{191, 0, 0})); 

  connect(bodyRadiation.port_b, heatCapacitor.port) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{62, 22}, {80, 22}}, color = {191, 0, 

0})); 

  connect(booleanTable1.y, idealOpeningSwitch1.control) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-63, 56}, {-64, 56}, {-64, 56}, {-50, 

56}, {-50, 40}, {-50, 40}, {-50, 40.4}}, color = {255, 0, 

255})); 

  connect(sineVoltage1.p, idealOpeningSwitch1.p) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-71, 18}, {-71, 32}, {-62, 32}}, color 

= {0, 0, 255})); 

  connect(heatingResistor1.n, sineVoltage1.n) annotation( 

    Line(points = {{8, 12}, {8, 12}, {8, 0}, {8, 0}, {8, -

12}, {-71, -12}}, color = {0, 0, 255})); 

  connect(sineVoltage1.n, ground1.p) annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-71, -12}, {-81, -12}, {-81, -26}}, 

color = {0, 0, 255})); 

  connect(idealOpeningSwitch1.n, heatingResistor1.p) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-38, 32}, {8, 32}}, color = {0, 0, 

255})); 

  connect(heatingResistor1.heatPort, bodyRadiation.port_a) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{18, 22}, {38, 22}}, color = {191, 0, 

0})); 

  annotation( 

    __Dymola_Commands(executeCall = RunScript("C:/Program 

Files (x86)/Dymola 2018/Modelica/Library/Modelica 

3.2.2/Resources/Scripts/Dymola/Mechanics/MultiBody/Examples

/Systems/Run.mos")), 

    experiment(StartTime = 0, StopTime = 30000, Tolerance = 

1e-08, Interval = 30)); 

end Single_Item; 
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CODE OF THE DEVICE: 

model Battery 

  parameter Real A = 0.2 * 0.55 * 4 * 9 * 11; 

  parameter Real v = 2; 

  parameter Real h = 7.8 * v ^ 0.78; 

  parameter Real Gc = A * h "convective thermal 

conductance"; 

  Device1.Single_Item_Package.Single_Item single_Item 

annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(extent = {{-

84, 34}, {-64, 54}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Single_Item_Package.Single_Item single_Item1 annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{-84, 56}, {-64, 

76}}))); 

  Device1.Single_Item_Package.Single_Item single_Item2 

annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(extent = {{-

84, 78}, {-64, 98}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Single_Item_Package.Single_Item single_Item3 annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{-84, 12}, {-64, 

32}}))); 

  Single_Item_Package.Single_Item single_Item4 annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{-84, -54}, {-64, -

34}}))); 

  Single_Item_Package.Single_Item single_Item5 annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{-84, -10}, {-64, 

10}}))); 

  Single_Item_Package.Single_Item single_Item6 annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{-84, -32}, {-64, -

12}}))); 

  Single_Item_Package.Single_Item single_Item7 annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{-84, -76}, {-64, -

56}}))); 

  Single_Item_Package.Single_Item single_Item8 annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{-84, -98}, {-64, -

78}}))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components.Convection 

Air_convection annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(extent = {{-4, 

-10}, {16, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.HeatPort_b 

Heat_Out annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(extent = {{96, 

-10}, {116, 10}}, rotation = 0), iconTransformation(extent 

= {{96, -10}, {116, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Blocks.Sources.Constant const(k = Gc) 

annotation( 

    Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {6, 

44}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = -90))); 
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equation 

  connect(single_Item8.Heat_out, Air_convection.solid) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-74, -88}, {-40, -88}, {-40, 0}, {-4, 

0}, {-4, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0})); 

  connect(single_Item7.Heat_out, Air_convection.solid) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-74, -66}, {-40, -66}, {-40, 0}, {-4, 

0}, {-4, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0})); 

  connect(single_Item4.Heat_out, Air_convection.solid) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-74, -44}, {-40, -44}, {-40, 0}, {-4, 

0}, {-4, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0})); 

  connect(single_Item6.Heat_out, Air_convection.solid) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-74, -22}, {-40, -22}, {-40, 0}, {-4, 

0}, {-4, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0})); 

  connect(single_Item5.Heat_out, Air_convection.solid) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-74, 0}, {-4, 0}, {-4, 0}, {-4, 0}}, 

color = {191, 0, 0})); 

  connect(single_Item3.Heat_out, Air_convection.solid) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-74, 22}, {-40, 22}, {-40, 0}, {-4, 0}, 

{-4, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0})); 

  connect(single_Item.Heat_out, Air_convection.solid) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-74, 44}, {-40, 44}, {-40, 0}, {-4, 0}, 

{-4, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0})); 

  connect(single_Item1.Heat_out, Air_convection.solid) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-74, 66}, {-40, 66}, {-40, 0}, {-4, 0}, 

{-4, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0})); 

  connect(single_Item2.Heat_out, Air_convection.solid) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-74, 88}, {-40, 88}, {-40, 0}, {-4, 0}, 

{-4, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0})); 

  connect(const.y, Air_convection.Gc) annotation( 

    Line(points = {{6, 33}, {6, 10}}, color = {0, 0, 

127})); 

  connect(Air_convection.fluid, Heat_Out) annotation( 

    Line(points = {{16, 0}, {106, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 

0})); 

  annotation( 

    Icon(coordinateSystem(preserveAspectRatio = false)), 

    Diagram(coordinateSystem(preserveAspectRatio = 

false))); 

end Battery; 
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CODE OF THE WALL: 

model Exterior_wall_section 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.HeatPort_a 

port_a annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{-110, -10}, {-90, 

10}}))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.HeatPort_b 

port_b annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{90, -10}, {110, 

10}}))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components.ThermalConductor 

layer_1(G = G_wall1) annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{-58, -10}, {-38, 

10}}))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components.HeatCapacitor 

wallHeatCapacity(C = C_wall) annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{-10, 0}, {10, 

20}}))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components.ThermalConductor 

layer_2(G = G_wall2) annotation( 

    Placement(transformation(extent = {{34, -10}, {54, 

10}}))); 

  parameter Modelica.SIunits.ThermalConductance G_wall1 

"Constant thermal conductance of material"; 

  parameter Modelica.SIunits.ThermalConductance G_wall2 

"Constant thermal conductance of material"; 

  parameter Modelica.SIunits.HeatCapacity C_wall "Heat 

capacity of element (= cp*m)"; 

equation 

  connect(port_a, layer_1.port_a) annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-100, 0}, {-58, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 

0}, smooth = Smooth.None)); 

  connect(layer_1.port_b, wallHeatCapacity.port) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{-38, 0}, {0, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0}, 

smooth = Smooth.None)); 

  connect(wallHeatCapacity.port, layer_2.port_a) 

annotation( 

    Line(points = {{0, 0}, {34, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0}, 

smooth = Smooth.None)); 

  connect(port_b, layer_2.port_b) annotation( 

    Line(points = {{100, 0}, {54, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0}, 

smooth = Smooth.None)); 

  annotation( 

    Diagram(coordinateSystem(preserveAspectRatio = false, 

extent = {{-100, -100}, {100, 100}}), graphics)); 

end Exterior_wall_section; 
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CODE OF THE HEATING SYSTEM: 

model Test4 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components.Convection 

Radiators annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-

42, 0}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Blocks.Sources.Constant const(k = 20 * (1 * 1 * 

20)) annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-

42, 48}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = -

90))); 

  Modelica.Blocks.Sources.Constant const1(k = 10 * 17.5 * 2 

* 2.8)  annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {0, 

48}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = -90))); 

  Modelica.Blocks.Sources.TimeTable T_ext(timeScale = 3600, 

table = [0, -12.625; 1, -13.325; 2, -14.1; 3, -14.825; 4, -

15.525; 5, -16.15; 6, -16.825; 7, -17.3; 8, -17.625; 9, -

18; 10, -16.9; 11, -15.375; 12, -13.8; 13, -12.05; 14, -

10.175; 15, -8.35; 16, -7.525; 17, -7.025; 18, -6.525; 19, 

-6.1; 20, -5.7; 21, -5.3; 22, -5.125; 23, -5.025]) 

"Household exterior temperature during 16/02/2002 (starting 

at 22.00 on 15th)" annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 

{34, 48}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  

Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Celsius.PrescribedTemperature 

prescribedTemperature1 annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 

{70, 48}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  House.Walls.Exterior_wall_section 

exterior_wall_section1(C_wall = 190 * 17.5 * 2.8 * 

2,G_wall1 = 17.5 * 2.8 * 2 / 0.25, G_wall2 = 17.5 * 2.8 * 2 

/ 0.15)  annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 

{72, 0}, extent = {{10, -10}, {-10, 10}}, rotation = 

180))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components.Convection 

convection1 annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 

{36, 0}, extent = {{10, -10}, {-10, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Battery_Package.Battery Device annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-

80, 0}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Celsius.FixedTemperature 

fixedTemperature1(T = 25) annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {0, 

-22}, extent = {{6, -6}, {-6, 6}}, rotation = -90))); 

  Modelica.Blocks.Sources.TimeTable Heat_demand(table = [0, 

-8689.329; 1, -7977.898; 2, -4294.815; 3, -3131.611; 4, -
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3356.555; 5, -3724.832; 6, -4090.65; 7, -4708.934; 8, -

8199.476; 9, -8152.154; 10, -7435.477; 11, -6482.18; 12, -

5160.275; 13, -2077.316; 14, -2142.843; 15, -2142.219; 16, 

-2148.501; 17, -4654.817; 18, -4657.653; 19, -5200.343; 20, 

-7440.925; 21, -7305.408; 22, -6532.85; 23, -8732.114], 

timeScale = 3600) "Household heat demand during 16/02/2002 

(starting at 22.00 on 15th)" annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-

80, -34}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Sources.PrescribedHeatFlow 

prescribedHeatFlow1 annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-

46, -34}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Components.HeatCapacitor 

InnerHouse(C = 1005 * 1.225 * 256.3)  annotation( 

      Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {0, 

10}, extent = {{-10, -10}, {10, 10}}, rotation = 0))); 

  equation 

    connect(Device.Heat_Out, Radiators.solid) annotation( 

      Line(points = {{-70, 0}, {-52, 0}, {-52, 0}, {-52, 

0}}, color = {191, 0, 0})); 

    connect(fixedTemperature1.port, InnerHouse.port) 

annotation( 

      Line(points = {{0, -16}, {0, -16}, {0, 0}, {0, 0}}, 

color = {191, 0, 0})); 

    connect(convection1.fluid, InnerHouse.port) annotation( 

      Line(points = {{26, 0}, {0, 0}, {0, 0}, {0, 0}}, 

color = {191, 0, 0})); 

    connect(Radiators.fluid, InnerHouse.port) annotation( 

      Line(points = {{-32, 0}, {0, 0}, {0, 0}, {0, 0}}, 

color = {191, 0, 0})); 

    connect(Radiators.fluid, InnerHouse.port) annotation( 

      Line(points = {{-30, 0}, {0, 0}, {0, 0}, {0, 0}}, 

color = {191, 0, 0})); 

    connect(prescribedHeatFlow1.port, Radiators.fluid) 

annotation( 

      Line(points = {{-36, -34}, {-18, -34}, {-18, 0}, {-

32, 0}, {-32, 0}}, color = {191, 0, 0})); 

    connect(Heat_demand.y, prescribedHeatFlow1.Q_flow) 

annotation( 

      Line(points = {{-69, -34}, {-56, -34}}, color = {0, 

0, 127})); 

    connect(convection1.solid, 

exterior_wall_section1.port_a) annotation( 

      Line(points = {{46, 0}, {62, 0}, {62, 0}, {62, 0}}, 

color = {191, 0, 0})); 

    connect(const1.y, convection1.Gc) annotation( 

      Line(points = {{0, 37}, {0, 24}, {36, 24}, {36, 10}}, 

color = {0, 0, 127})); 

    connect(prescribedTemperature1.port, 

exterior_wall_section1.port_b) annotation( 
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      Line(points = {{80, 48}, {94, 48}, {94, 0}, {82, 0}}, 

color = {191, 0, 0})); 

    connect(T_ext.y, prescribedTemperature1.T) annotation( 

      Line(points = {{45, 48}, {58, 48}}, color = {0, 0, 

127})); 

    connect(const.y, Radiators.Gc) annotation( 

      Line(points = {{-42, 38}, {-42, 38}, {-42, 10}, {-42, 

10}}, color = {0, 0, 127})); 

    annotation( 

    experiment(StartTime = 0, StopTime = 86400, Tolerance = 

1e-08, Interval = 1.728)); 

end Test4; 

 


